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Macro Update: Economic wars and Gold
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Below is quick round up of the macro movers and events, since May has been crammed with market-moving Tweets that’s kept many on their toes (besides Gold).
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Commodities Derivatives

The widening cold war accelerated with a “no trade deal” now the base case, after Huawei was blacklisted, tariffs were upped and China continues to retaliating most recently with weaponizing rare
earths; we are in a sustained global economic “us” vs “them” war (see Copper note which goes into
more detail) with dire implications for both global growth (now) and inflation (later). Arguably, asset
prices are indicating that we are shifting from a local Trump reflation trade (tax cuts, deregulation, prospects of infrastructure bill), to a global Trump deflation trade (lower rates, lower
growth/inflation, lower earnings, lower commodities)

SUMMARY:

Trade War searched terms peak after Huawei blacklist and US announces
escalation in tariffs
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While GOLD remains a safe haven its also has a rather boring
profile (performance, vol etc) unless a sustained $-negative or
vol-positive catalyst evolves. If the macro belief is that this time
is different (i.e: it is not another false breakout in the bullish
VIX/bearish equities trade) with a “no trade deal” now the base
case, then Gold vol and prices are cheap and underpricing the
very real threat that the trade war simply ups recession risk.
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* Google Trend interest over time represent numbers where worldwide search interest is relative to the highest point on the chart.
A value of 100 is the peak popularity for the term. A value of 50 means that the term is half as popular.
Source: Scotiabank Commodities Strategy, Bloomberg

The frustration around the lack of Gold reaction is palpable – a
slight bid (today), but safehaven currencies (JPY, CHF and
USD) and other quality assets (Treasuries, IG bonds) are deterring would-be haven flows into Gold. While theres potentially
large liquidations going through (Central bank related selling
or perhaps paper speculators exiting before 31st?), Gold requires a cleaner (positioning) slate, a softer $ or a sharper
selloff in risk/equities, before prices fire up… Obviously, the
one persistent thorn in Golds side is the dreadfully strong $,
but at some point the fact that 2 large super powers are at economic war, in a dovish leaning monetary policy climate, should
be internalized
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There's been some large moves in leading, sentiment driving or economically important trades and asset classes, that should be respected and
monitored, outside of the overplayed recessionary flags (US yield curve inversion, yield spiking Gold/Silver ratio)



Theres has been some outsized moves in very large, deep, respected asset classes (US Treasuries). Besides the re-inverting of the 3m-10yr yield curve (a widely
watched recession indicator), as the market has begun to price in rate cuts this year (49% chance that the Fed cuts 2x this year as per Fed Funds), nominal rates
have also crashed. IN the US, 10yr repriced toward 2.20 % and 30yrs toward 2.65%, while in Europe, German bunds fell toward –0.20% helping to drive a pool of
negative yielding assets to $11bn /near record highs.



Some under-the-radar but economically important assets—both Lumber prices and the CRB Rind Index—are putting in some telling performances and are at a
deflationary 3 year lows. Lumber prices dropped dramatically at a time when demand is supposed to be perky, reflecting recent softer US housing data. That stands
in stark contrast to corn, pork and iron ore prices which have been driven by specific micro supply-side events and are sitting near top-end of ranges.



Theres been some large important moves in non-G10, nontraditional currencies — Bitcoin is re-approaching $10K, not coincidentally just when the yuan eerily
marches toward trigger 7 handle, as both retail and corporates rotate out of local currencies, into alternatives like Bitcoin (and not Gold, yet). The US Dollar: The
first sign of macro vol popping started over a month ago in FX with DXY attempting to sustainably break up and out of a key & well cited resistance ceiling (see previous note here). While it was another false break, the trend has been palatable - the $ is content consolidating in incrementally higher ranges, so long as the Fed
remains on pause. For the $ to sustainably reprice lower, the Fed needs to be the only cutting Central Bank in town and that’s an unlikely scenario given how
(indirectly) dependent global monetary policy is on the Feds outlook.



Oil hasn't looked back since $60 was breached (WTI); there's real & credible rising Middle East tensions (Iran) but the renewed uncertainty around OPEC (over
both the outcome of the next meeting and date) and souring macro sentiment / growth concerns is pressuring (relatively overweight) Oil into a new lower range.



Large EM losses have extended into key trend line support reflecting a mix of external vulnerabilities —> higher oil prices (which have yet to feed through), an escalating US-China trade war but more importantly the stronger $ as a haven which is burying any few individual country reform programs/stories.



Sentiment indicating or darling stocks are through key support— TESLA headed through $200 and has kept bleeding, and Lyft & Uber haven't recouped their IPO
levels.

Overall, these repricings has driven large moves in important sectors — FAANG is putting lower highs drumming up “peak silicon valley” calls; both
ShComp and SPX are still contained but clinging to key support handles (2800 in SPX, Shcomp pinned 2800-3000). While there are known economic risks in
each of the worlds 3 largest economies —shaky banks in Europe, corporate leverage in the US, and a debt mountain in China—these idiosyncratic issues
are being complicated by and shown up by trade and protectionist policies impacting business confidence and growth
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* The CRB Index of raw spot materials contains a hodgepodge of commodities, with obvious and relevant ones like copper, but some esoteric ones such as hides, hogs, burlap & lard. It’s a rather
accurate (given most components are raw spot prices and not traded on exchange) barometer of global economic health.
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Politics: Brexit has had its headlining casualties (Mays resignation,
some unexpected outcomes in the European Parliament elections),
but the it remains unresolved leaving a country is bitterly divided,
with no ‘closure’ and cracks emerging in the 2-party political system
with Labor & Conservatives increasingly polarized. In the US, the Iword resurfaced and is becoming louder after Muellers first public
remarks today. It is arguably less about the findings in the Mueller
report but an umbrella term for every way in which Trump has strayed
from the presidential norm, as the race for the 2020 WH heats up.
Nonetheless, while Gold is usually a good hedge for being broadly
“short politics”, trading politics has become tough as the markets
(thanks to Brexit fatigue) have become easily acclimatized to Trump /
political headlines. Its going to take a lot for risk to respond.



The (lack of) growth, inflation and policy response: Global Manufacturing PMIs have collectively rolled over, the market is undecided
whether Germany could enter a recession as it becomes collateral
damage in the trade and tech standoff between China and the US,
and the OECD formally labels global growth as “fragile” in response
to the trade tensions and called on governments to boost the economy by in order to avoid “longterm stagnation”. So while global CBs
have collectively embraced more of a dovish stance this year, helping
to extend the cycle a little longer, market forces and pricing are desperately calling for a rate cut (Fed funds odds, yield curve inversion,
slumping yields). A recurring feature of late cycles, is the battle between sustained ’melt-up’ in risk prices due to monetary and/or fiscal
policy which is punctuated by sudden growth/recession scares that
come and go (i.e: Chinas economy losing steam, hawkish Fed). The
key is figuring out which recession scare is not the false start and I
guess Gold is currently internalizing that.
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While GOLD remains a safe haven its also has a rather boring profile
(performance, vol etc) unless a sustained $-negative or vol-positive catalyst evolves. If the macro belief is that this time is different (i.e: it is not another false breakout in the bullish VIX/bearish equities trade) with a “no
trade deal” now the base case, then Gold vol and prices are cheap and
underpricing the very real threat that the trade war simply ups recession
risk.
The frustration around the lack of Gold reaction is palpable – a slight bid
(today), but safehaven currencies (JPY, CHF and USD) and other quality
assets (Treasuries, IG bonds) are deterring would-be haven flows into
Gold. While theres potentially large liquidations going through (Central
bank related selling or perhaps paper speculators exiting before 31st?),
Gold requires a cleaner (positioning) slate, a softer $ or a sharper selloff in
risk/equities, before prices fire up… Obviously, the one persistent thorn in
Golds side is the dreadfully strong $, but at some point the fact that 2 large
super powers are at economic war, in a dovish leaning monetary policy
climate, should be internalized
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The information contained in this presentation is being provided for information and discussion purposes only. An investment decision should not be made solely on the basis of the contents of this
presentation. This presentation is being provided upon the express understanding that no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made, or responsibility of any kind accepted, by The Bank
of Nova Scotia, Scotiabank Europe plc, or any of their respective affiliates (“Scotiabank”TM), their directors, agents or employees with respect to the completeness or accuracy of the information, conclusions and opinions provided herein, or as to the achievement or reasonableness of any projections, targets, estimates, or forecasts and nothing in this presentation should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. Past performance or simulated past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.. This
presentation has not been prepared (i) by a member of the research department of Scotiabank, or (ii) in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment
research. It is considered a marketing communication for regulatory purposes and is solely for the use of sophisticated institutional investors. This presentation does not constitute investment advice or
any personal recommendation to invest in a financial instrument or “investment research” as defined by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority and the UK Financial Conduct Authority, and its content
is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
The information contained in this presentation reflects prevailing conditions and our judgment as of the date of the presentation, all of which are subject to change or amendment without notice, and
the delivery of any such amended information at any time does not imply that the information (whether amended or not) contained in this presentation is correct as of any time subsequent to its date.
Scotiabank undertakes no obligation to update or correct any information contained herein or otherwise to advise as to any future change to it. Scotiabank does not provide any applicable tax, accounting or legal advice and in all cases independent professional advice should be sought in those areas.

This presentation incorporates information which is either non-public, confidential or proprietary in nature, and is being furnished on the express basis that this information will not be used in a manner
inconsistent with its confidential nature or be disclosed to anyone other than as may be required by law or to those who have been informed of the confidential and proprietary nature of this presentation. This presentation and its contents are strictly confidential to the person to whom it is delivered and may not be copied or distributed in whole or in part or disclosed by such persons to any other
person without the prior written consent of Scotiabank. This presentation and the information contained herein remain the property of Scotiabank.
This presentation is not and shall not be construed as an offer, invitation, recommendation or solicitation to sell, issue, purchase or subscribe any securities or bank debt in any jurisdiction or to enter
into any transaction. Nothing in this document contains a commitment by Scotiabank to sell, issue, purchase or subscribe for financial instruments, or securities, to provide debt or to invest in any way
in any transaction described herein, or otherwise provide monies to any party. Any participation by Scotiabank in any transaction would only be provided in writing after satisfactory legal, financial, tax,
accounting and commercial due diligence, as well as being subject to internal approval processes. Any transaction implementing any proposal discussed in this document shall be exclusively upon
the terms and subject to the conditions set out in the definitive agreement related thereto.
This presentation is not directed to or intended for use by any person resident or located in any country where the distribution of such information is contrary to the laws of such country. Scotiabank, its
directors, officers, employees or clients may currently or from time to time own or hold interests in long or short positions in any securities referred to herein, and may at any time make purchases or
sales of these securities as principal or agent. Scotiabank may also have provided or may provide investment banking, capital markets or other services to the companies referred to in this presentation.
TM

Trademark of The Bank of Nova Scotia. Used under license, where applicable. Scotiabank, together with "Global Banking and Markets", is a marketing name for the global corporate and investment banking and capital markets businesses of The Bank of Nova Scotia and certain of its affiliates in the countries where they operate, including Scotia Capital Inc., Scotia Capital (USA) Inc., Scotiabanc Inc.; Citadel Hill Advisors L.L.C.; The Bank of Nova Scotia Trust Company of New York; Scotiabank Europe plc; Scotiabank (Ireland) Designated Activity Company; Scotiabank Inverlat S.A.,
Institución de Banca Múltiple, Scotia Inverlat Casa de Bolsa S.A. de C.V., Scotia Inverlat Derivados S.A. de C.V. – all members of the Scotiabank Group and authorized users of the mark. The Bank of
Nova Scotia is incorporated in Canada with limited liability. Scotia Capital Inc. is a member of CIPF. Scotia Capital (USA) Inc. is a registered broker-dealer with the SEC and is a member of the NASD
and SIPC. The Bank of Nova Scotia is authorised and regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions of Canada. Scotia Capital Inc. is authorised and regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. The Bank of Nova Scotia and Scotiabank Europe plc. are authorised by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority. The Bank of Nova Scotia is subject
to regulation by the UK Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority. Scotiabank Europe plc is regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority and the
UK Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of The Bank of Nova Scotia 's regulation by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority are available upon request. Scotiabank Inverlat, S.A.,
Scotia Inverlat Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., and Scotia Derivados, S.A. de C.V., are each authorized and regulated by the Mexican financial authorities.
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